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This essay argues that cultural scripts, such as popular films and other forms of visual culture, have

constructed a racial ideology about technology, especially in conceptualizations of the “digital

divide.” By associating whiteness with “progress,” “technology,” and “civilization,” while situating

blackness within a discourse of “nature,” “primitivism,” and pre-modernity, the digital divide

amasses cultural and racial weight and highlights hostile interactions with digital technology

among marginal groups. However, a growing corpus of work by digital artists of color and web 2.0

participants has exposed these mythic constructions by re-imagining blackness and womanhood

beyond technological exclusion and surveillance.

Not long ago, the 1999 box office movie hit The Matrix posited black subjects like

Morpheus, the leader of armed resistance against the titular technocracy, in opposition

to cyberspace. Morpheus first emerges on protagonist Neo’s computer screen, in which

cyber news reports reference his underground existence as a cyber-terrorist, eluding a

“global search” by police and narrowly escaping this vast international manhunt. His

presence in the futuristic sci-fi film thus signifies on dominant culture’s depictions of the

black body under state surveillance and reinforces this oppositional existence for marginal

people in the realm of digital technology.

Lately, the black male subject has been refigured and realigned with white masculine

power, this time embodied by rapper 50 Cent, who is featured with pop star Justin

Timberlake in the 2007 music video “Ayo Technology” in control of various video

technologies—no longer surveilled but in a position to engage in surveillance. The objects

of this combined black and white male gaze are the numerous female dancers (visually

coded as “strippers”) from varying racial groups, who play to and confine themselves to

video surveillance as their bodies are captured and reframed by cellphone cameras, hidden

camcorders, and the music video’s camera itself. In light of this new alignment for the black

male subject, what becomes of his “oppositional” stance in earlier representations of

his access to and engagement with technology? Does he now get to join in a racially

desegregated space of “Little Brothers” who have replaced Big Brother in the control over

the global, corporately produced and consumed information of a twenty-first-century
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“technoculture,” as Dean (2001) argues? Moreover, if his newfound power is predicated

on gender, sexual, and class divides, what then becomes of the female subject in this latest

narrative?

The latter question is of utmost importance when we consider, for example, that the

black female subject continues to be racially and sexually marginalized within these systems

of video surveillance: most recently in the media narratives of the Duke Lacrosse rape scandal

of 2006 that visually framed the body of Crystal Gail Mangum, who accused members of the

Lacrosse team of rape and assault while employed as a stripper at their private party, through

familiar, condemning tropes of illicit black female sexuality and criminality. The media’s

images relied on the pictures taken by the cellphone cameras of the party attendees and a

video surveillance camera at a local strip club where Mangum worked—as reported in news

magazines like Newsweek (Meadows 2006) and the TV program 60 Minutes (Bradley 2006)—

even while news reports purportedly “protected” her identity, due to rape shield laws, by

blotting out the accuser’s face through software graphic tools. Such reportage highlights the

technological script of re-objectified, marginalized bodies.

This is especially troubling when such scripts recycle racist and sexist paradigms that

have the effect of literally erasing black women’s subjectivity while they are reduced to their

“illicit” black body. No “protection” is accorded to her body, for example, especially when

digital cameras, recoding the power of the male gaze, provide “easy access” through public

spheres. Moreover, within the context of sexual violence, digital technologies have already

prompted service providers, who work with abuse survivor populations, to raise awareness

about the ways that batterers are now empowered to track and survey their every move

and pinpoint their geographic locations, in a true Foucauldian sense of the panopticon

view of unobserved watchers in prison systems (Foucault [1979] 1995).

These contemporary examples of raced and gendered subjects, constructed in the

realm of digital media and technology, suggest that the power dynamics that exist offline

get reproduced online and in dominant media in disturbing and retrogressive ways. What

we witness, then, are new media perpetuating old ideologies, thus undermining previous

narratives, which posit cyberspace and digital technologies as progressive sites that allow

for our transcendence from race, class, gender, and other markers of difference. When the

Internet made its debut in the public sphere, advertisements were quick to boldly cast

cyberspace as an arena that erased identity politics, where, as artist and theorist Fusco

ironically comments, “‘we’ don’t need to be concerned with the violent exercise of power

on bodies and territories anymore because ‘we’ don’t have to carry all that meat and dirt

along to the virtual promised land” (2001, p. 188; emphasis added).

Similarly, cyber-scholar Nakamura recognizes the ways in which race is presumably

erased from the digital narrative of progress. Such narratives simultaneously rely upon

imperialist fantasies of racial difference to shape much of the imagery and discourse of the

World Wide Web. Cyberspace ads, Nakamura argues, thus create “images of the Other in

order to depict its product: a technological utopia of difference. It is not, however, a utopia

for the Other or one that includes it in any meaningful or progressive way” (2000, p. 25;

emphasis in original).

While advertisements are designed to promote optimistic ideals associated with a

product, like cyberspace in this instance, we may want to question, as other scholars have

done with regards to technology discourse, gendered and racial constructions of digital

technology, and articulations of Cyberfeminism, why we continue to posit a view of

cyberspace and digital media as the panacea for our social ills while imagining that issues
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of “access,” as articulated through discourses of the “digital divide,” are the predominant

concerns for social justice in the information age. We may also want to examine how much

of this discourse is racialized to project images and attitudes that associate technological

advancements with certain cultural, gender, and class-based identities even while assuming

that such technologies can advance us toward a society in which race, class, gender, and

culture lose their meanings.

Eubanks, creator of the Cyberfeminist e-zine Brillo, argues,

As more power (economic, freedom of expression, educational attainment, political

participation) is being routed through the [digital] network, it becomes increasingly

important to rethink how we design sociotechnical systems . . . [including] discourse

[about these systems] . . . in ways that enable broader public access, more flexible systems,

increased democratic participation, and egalitarian distribution. (Virginia Eubanks 2004,

p. 170)

For the purposes of this article, I wish to explore the discourse of such sociotechnical

systems as cyberspace and analyze how its representation has perpetuated an expectation

for “digital divides” to exist along race and gender lines. I specifically revisit an earlier mode

of cultural narrative—the futuristic science fiction genre of mid to late twentieth-century

cinema—to consider how tropes of technological progress are racially constituted for both

contemporary and projected future expectations. Contrary to the “cyborg manifesto” of

Haraway (1991, p. 180) in which cyborgs “require regeneration, not rebirth, and the

possibilities for our reconstitution . . . [of a] world without gender [or race],” we instead

witness in these sci-fi films re-inscriptions, not regenerations, of the same old meanings of

race and gender in cyborg imagery.

In light of the complicated relationships that marginal groups, including women,

people of color, and communities of the Global South,1 have with technology, I argue

that representations of digital technology recreate social and cultural hierarchies that

encourage appropriation and colonization of knowledge and bodies from marginal

communities, even while our technological scripts deny the existence of any such

knowledge worth mining and downplay the exploitation of the labor produced by these

bodies. Yet, this same technology holds massive potential as a tool for social justice.

I further argue that our cultural narratives, which posit a racial digital divide, are rooted

in the historical experience of enslavement, colonial conquest, racial segregation, and

scientific racism, which have discredited the knowledge base of women and communities of

color while lauding Eurocentric constructions of “progress” and “civilization” as the domain

of white masculinist power. Gajjala and Mamidipuni suggest that this historical precedent is

very much in line with contemporary discourse about the Internet. As they argue in the

following:

“Ignorance” and “knowledge” are constructed relative to specific socio-cultural contexts,

within various power-fields. Most non-western regions are in the state they are because,

historically, their cultural identities, belief-systems, as well as social and economic

structures were eroded and stripped away . . . In the presence of Enlightenment from the

West, several non-western modes of thought and life were implicitly and explicitly

constructed as “backward,” “traditional” and “ignorant.” The peoples of these regions

were thus de-empowered . . . Within this context, how can the Internet and other digital

technologies be used to re-empower people in “third-world” de-empowered contexts
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whether they are located geographically in the West or the East? Even as the Internet and

digital world construct many as “ignorant” yet again, can we possibly use these tools for

re-empowerment? (Radhika Gajjala & Annapurna Mamidipuni 2002)

Expanding on Eubanks and Gajjala and Mamidipuni, I suggest that, only by exposing the

racial and colonialist roots in contemporary discourse and representation of cyberspace

and other digital media, can we begin to unmask these power structures that position

marginal people as either “outside technology” or as “passive subject of the technological

gaze” (Piper 1997). In revealing the power differentials, we may begin to re-imagine

marginal groups’ existence within the technological narrative even as they reconstitute it

for their own identity formations.

It has been argued that the “digital divide” is the twenty-first century manifestation

of the twentieth-century “colorline.”2 However, strides have been made to reduce this

perceived technological divide, and increasingly more African Americans, other people of

color, and women in general participate in the digital revolution. Yet, our cultural scripts—

such as popular films and visual culture which are examined in this essay—have

constructed a racial ideology about technology when such divisions are invoked.

By associating whiteness with “progress,” “technology,” and “civilization,” while situating

blackness within a discourse of “nature,” “primitivism,” and pre-modernity, the digital divide

amasses cultural and racial weight while highlighting among marginal groups hostile

interactions with such technology. However, a growing corpus of work by digital artists of

color and web 2.0 participants has exposed these mythic constructions by re-imagining

blackness and womanhood beyond technological exclusion and surveillance.

In what remains, I first delve into the history of the technological divide between

whiteness and blackness, as reflected in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century world fairs

and mid-twentieth-century films such as 2001: A Space Odyssey, prior to assessing

contemporary themes of race and technological surveillance in the late-twentieth century

science fiction films The Matrix and Strange Days. I then connect these cinematic

representations to the work of black artists, such as Keith Piper, Julie Dash, and Damali Ayo,

who underscore the black presence in the realm of digital technology. Finally, I conclude by

ruminating on whether or not social “revolutions” for racial equality and inclusion can,

in fact, be “digitized.”

White Flight from the Planet of the Apes

It is imperative that we recognize the racialized narrative of the “digital divide,” as

Gajjala and Mamidipuni have illuminated, as one that pre-dates the digital revolution.

In particular, the industrial revolution, financed by Europe’s colonial expansion and the

Atlantic slave trade, gave way to a period of scientific development, which sought to order

a racial and global hierarchy of power: from Napoleon’s Egyptian expedition in 1798, which,

as Said (1979) argues, gave rise to Orientalism through acquisition of non-western

indigenous knowledge and culture, to the trafficking and exhibiting of darker-skinned

foreign bodies from colonial outposts onto the European continent. The latter example

constructed narratives of “primitive” peoples, most notably in displays of Africans, such as

Sara Baartman, the “Hottentot Venus” from South Africa whose popular “freak of nature”

show in England and France (1810–1815) eventually led to scientific inquest and

posthumous dissection of her cadaver in 1816. These colonial actions set the precedent for
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subsequent voyages and human displays in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which

further developed scientific discourse that asserted racist and eugenicist sentiments

heralding the advancement of the “white race” and the subjugation of inherently “inferior”

non-white people whose bodies were framed in visual documentations of this “difference.”

Before cinema was invented, other realms of visual culture, including early

photography, fairs, and world expositions, fused popular and scientific rhetoric that

cemented this cultural and “natural” divide between whiteness and blackness, its polar

opposite (Griffiths 2002; Willis & Williams 2002). The bodies of Africans, especially African

women, usually depicted in the nude, received intense scrutiny from fully-dressed

Europeans in attendance at such fairs, while their exhibits—often signifying on narratives of

an underdeveloped rural lifestyle—provided contrasts with the urban architecture, science,

and technology advanced by white “minds.” One of the most impressive world fairs

in American history followed in this trajectory with the 1893 World Columbian Exposition in

Chicago, set against US southern lynchings and the “scramble for Africa” that ensued

between the European imperialist powers.

Not surprisingly, exhibits at this fair, which resembled the Hottentot Venus show,

displayed “primitive” African “savages”—including a Dahomey village, featuring bare-

breasted women described in “full dress”—in sharp contrast to the advancements of

technology and “progress” that defined the “White City” representing American culture and

duly nicknamed because of the impressive buildings on the fair grounds whose stone

facades appeared a glistening white. Subsequently, the irony of the fair’s nickname was not

lost on people of color, nor was the obvious goal of promoting white supremacy. Moreover,

the fair marked the 400th anniversary of Columbus’s “discovery” of America, a bitter

reminder of Native American defeat, made evident by the recent massacre of the Sioux at

Wounded Knee in 1890. When we consider that Sitting Bull, one of the fallen heroes

associated with this battle, had previously performed in such ethnographic exhibitions as

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show, we are reminded of the power of social representation to

reinforce social reality. The “White City” further dramatized the exclusion of most people of

color. In response, notable African Americans, including Frederick Douglass and Ida B. Wells,

prepared a pamphlet in protest, titled The Reason Why the Colored American is Not in the

World’s Columbian Exposition, and staged a boycott against an organized segregation-

based “Colored People’s Day.”

Then, as now, African American communities recognize the importance in waging an

ideological battle against their exclusion from participation in technological narratives,

especially when their invisibility from such discourse corroborates other scripts that

highlight their “natural” positions in primitive underdevelopment, as illustrated in the

display of “savage” Africans and even in the debut of Aunt Jemima on the fair grounds of

Chicago, thus eliciting a parallel view of domestic black subjugation (in this case, a vestige

from the “old days of slavery”). Both images of Aunt Jemima and the Dahomey Amazon

supported contemporary efforts in US racial segregation and European imperialism on the

African continent, actions that Douglass and Wells resisted through their pamphlet.

Moreover, these “primitive” bodies—further negated via gender difference—highlight

technological “lack” through blackness and femininity. However, while Douglass lamented,

“as if to shame the Negro, the Dahomians are also here to exhibit the Negro as a repulsive

savage” (Rydell [1893] 1999, p. 13), Wells flipped the script of the world fair, suggesting in

her essays on white cruelty through the examples of lynching, black disenfranchisement,

and the convict lease system, that the real savagery lies not in the primitive displays but
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in the morally bankrupt white supremacist class system framing the Exposition: the White

City recast, to use Douglass’s words, as a “whited sepulcher” (Rydell [1893] 1999, p. 9).

Nonetheless, the trope of Europe’s advanced whiteness and Africa’s primitive blackness

shaped other shows and exhibitions at various world fairs.

Africa, linked to this primitivism and pre-modernity, has long existed in the western

imagination as a netherworld, a counterpoint to Europe’s self-image of advancement,

science, and technology. From the vast savannas and dense jungles that were labeled by

European explorers as “terra nullius” (vacant land)—ripe for conquest and development—

to the diverse animals and peoples, whose dark skins created an “Africanist presence,” to

borrow a term from Morrison, or “the dramatic polarity of . . . otherness [and] alarm” (1992,

p. 38), the continent became a mythical concept, forming part of a racialized binary

between the “blackness” of nature and primitivism and the “whiteness” of development

and civilization. Far more intrinsic in this dichotomous construction of “race” is the way in

which the bodies that emerged from the continent hyperbolized into fantastical

creatures—slave-ship cargo, savages, “missing links” between apes and humans, sideshow

curiosities, and, more recently, downtrodden victims of all manner of evil, including

genocide, famine, and the AIDS pandemic.

Such is our understanding of a fabricated and remapped “Africa.” Subsequently, it is

this powerful iconography to which present-day developed nations could rally around for

global charity—as in the worldwide Live 8 concerts in the summer of 2005 that raised

awareness of poverty on the continent or in recent celebrity charity efforts spearheaded

by the likes of U2’s Bono, Madonna and Angelina Jolie’s adoption of African “orphans,”

and Oprah Winfrey’s private school for girls in South Africa—and to which Africanists and

Afrocentrics alike have advocated for counter-narratives that identify rich cultural legacies

of indigenous progress and civilization. Yet, this oppositional discourse reinforces

the cultural divides in place since it does not offer an alternative model nor redefine the

parameters of “civilization.”

The defensive claims of the existence of African progress, as demonstrated in Balufu

Bakupa- Kanyinda’s 2003 documentary video, Afro@Digital, which earnestly embraces the

digital technology made manifest on the continent, belie an anxiety wrought from

centuries of derogatory images and sentiments that uphold white superiority and black

inferiority. That Bakupa-Kanyinda chose to explore an ancient artifact from the continent

that could substantiate Africa’s position as the birthplace of science and mathematics,

rather than examine the briefly mentioned scenario of present-day violence and genocide

in the Congo as a result of the political struggles over the mining of coltan (a raw material

used in computer chips and cell phones), speaks to such anxiety and proves that cultural

arguments—rather than issues of political economy—still shape the agenda of black

nationalism. On the other hand, comments from my college students, who upon viewing

this video marvel that Africa isn’t such a “backward” place after all, lend support to his

concerns in redressing the “digital divide.”

Such films and videos emerge out of a weighty cinematic history, based in

Eurocentric thinking, in which early films more than highlighted the iconography of African

primitivism, most notably in the icon of the ape. A popular trope in sideshow attractions,

zoos, and world fairs, the “African ape” links to the African body in ways that reverberate

back to scientific racism, which circulated vitriolic concepts of black animalism and

primitivism that borrowed loosely from Darwin’s theories of evolution and Aristotle’s

ancient model of the “Great Chain of Being.” As popular culture and science combined
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in their perpetuation of racist stereotypes, cinema provided a worldwide arena in which

these images proliferated. Perhaps the most enduring of these images is the magnified

spectacle of King Kong (both in the 1933 original, King Kong, and Peter Jackson’s faithful

2005 remake) atop the Empire State Building, the epitome of white progress and civilization

contrasting with this “primitive blackness,” or in the 1968 film, Planet of the Apes, debuting

at the height of the militant black and third world liberation movements.

While popularly understood among African American circles that Planet of the Apes

was “about us” and black advancement in civil rights struggles, few have considered

whether or not the apes in another 1968 film, Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, were

also about us. Through one of the most famous jump-cuts in film history, spanning millions

of years in “evolution,” Kubrick’s 2001 constituted in a prophetic way the “digital divide”

that we have identified as our twenty-first-century “colorline.” If anything, the film is

ultimately about “white flight,” escape and transcendence from the “planet of the apes.”

“White flight” specifically refers to the period of the fifties and sixties when white

communities eagerly fled urban spaces, where communities of color congregated as a

result of federal policies of “red-lining” that perpetuated racially segregated housing; the

creation of suburbia, as TV scholar Spigel notes, thus paralleled the development of a

different type of white flight during this Cold-War era: outer-space travel. Spigel further

comments:

This colonialist fantasy . . . existed on two levels. On the one hand, the fantasy of white

flight was exhibited by the federal government’s Cold War strategies to “contain”

communism abroad. On the other hand, this fantasy can be seen at the level of everyday

life in white America with its attempts to preserve racial segregation and female

subordination at home. (Lynn Spigel 1997, p. 49)

Placed in this context, Kubrick’s outer-space setting invites a reading of this colonialist

fantasy, our only glimpse of life on planet Earth concerning the “Dawn of Man” when our

ape ancestors, on the verge of famine in Africa—incidentally another “primitive” script

concerning Africanist depictions—learn to use tools for the hunt and for conquest, thus

transforming from “animal” to “man” in the evolutionary “Great Chain of Being” that

imagines these apes enlisting the help of an alien life-force (represented by the black

monolith that inspires the tribe’s leader) in this major step in “progress.” Even as the

narrative questions such advancements as we note how this development leads to murder,

the moment of transcendence occurs as a celebratory point when the movie theme,

Richard Strauss’s Thus Spake Zarathustra, trumpets over the slow-motion shots of our

ape-man dramatically grasping a bone from the remains of a carcass as his stride steadily

gains strength in positioning this early tool as a potential weapon.

As the action moves, in the jump-cut, to outer space in the year 2001, Kubrick offers

us a glorious vision of “white” progress: from the impressive white colored space ships

waltzing to the non-diagetic music of Johann Strauss’s The Beautiful Blue Danube to the all-

white crew and passengers gracefully striding in a zero-gravity atmosphere to the

glistening white environment of futuristic art décor. The gender dynamics, devoid of any

influence of the sixties’ women’s liberation movement, are fully entrenched in the

dichotomies of white masculine space flight and scientific prowess and white feminine

decorous servitude. Far away from planet Earth—the last view of which was of our ape

ancestors—this technological divide is one of social and cultural “evolution” in which the

hierarchical order of white masculinist imperial power gets naturalized.
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White flight, then, results not just in the escape from the inner city or planet Earth, but

also, it seems, from the body itself. As film scholar Dyer (1997, p. 23) argues, unlike

blackness which is reduced to the corporeal and, thus, to race, whiteness is disembodied, or

“the white spirit [that] could both master and transcend the white body, while the non-

white body [is] prey to the promptings and fallibilities of the body.” Not surprisingly, this

disembodied whiteness manifests, not just in the weightlessness of outer space, but also in

the cool, scientific, and unemotional interactions of the astronauts, who appear less

dynamic than the computer HAL—a character not only of artificial intelligence but

the essence of disembodied whiteness: the white mind whose god-like control over the

spacecraft’s journey to Jupiter leads to a final showdown with protagonist Dave Bowman.

However, when Dave embarks on his deep-space journey “beyond the infinite,” his final

station—a simulated hotel room where he witnesses his rapid aging and ultimate

transcendence from his fragile body—enables his evolution to pure digitized whiteness in

the form of a “star child” in the womb of the universe.

What remains invisible to this narrative is the way in which a primitive blackness

defines the boundaries of this transcendence to ultimate white spirit and mind. From the

apes of planet Earth to the blackness of deep space and the mysterious monolith to the

unseeable “womb” of the Mother of the Universe (a possible black feminine figure) which

carries our “star child,” this “Africanist presence” frames and gives breadth to digital

whiteness. Yet, considering the ambiguity of Dave Bowman’s confrontation with HAL when

he enters the computer mainframe to dismantle his powers, we might question whether or

not Dave’s flight into deep space was actually a fabricated dream conjured by HAL.3 If this is

the case, then Kubrick’s predictions for 2001 were far more prophetic than we imagined:

envisioning the “infinite” possibilities of inner (or cyber) versus outer space travel.

Technical Difficulties

Cyberspace has manifested much like Borges’s map of the Empire, as Baudrillard

([1981] 1994) argues: superimposing visions of reality through signs and simulations of a

“hyper real.” However, as Spigel (1997, p. 67) notes, “Like outer space before it, cyberspace

is also being populated by mostly elites who can afford the technology, and its parameters

are mostly developed in the research labs of the global communications industry.”

Referencing the digital divide, Spigel reminds us that the virtual reality of cyberspace

parallels other environments perpetuating racial and class segregation, especially in its links

to other historical moments of technological development.

Interestingly, this construction of cyberspace as the site populated by an elite white

class, while others fail in their attempts to gain access to it, enters into our popular culture.

Perhaps the best example of this resides in the Wachowski Brothers’ The Matrix.4 Although

the film is often celebrated for its inclusion of black characters—a direct contrast to

numerous science fiction movies that fail to imagine a future including non-whites—The

Matrixmanages to recreate the “digital divide” since the premise concerns armed resistance

by humans against the technocratic world of machines, led by Morpheus (played by

Laurence Fishburne), whose motivation still resides in locating “The One,” Neo (played

by Keanu Reeves), as the white savior of the human race. Thus, Morpheus’s primary role is

that of the “guardian of reality” in which, as Crane (2000, p. 87) argues, “blackness functions

to authenticate—and envision—oppositional identities and ideologies associated with

cyberspace.”
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Indeed, the predominantly black residents of the multicultural Zion depicted in the

sequel, Matrix: Reloaded, dwell in caves and boogey down to pre-modern percussions,

highlighting the primitivist impulse of those who are outside the machine’s mainframe

generating the Matrix—the cyberspace realm of the “dream world” for those (primarily

white) who remain plugged into the system. In contrast, the Matrix—reigning supreme in

its high-tech virtuality—resembles a grand, stylized metropolis in which Neo, humankind’s

“savior,” is too busy enjoying the disembodied powers of his mind, taking flight and

opening infinite doorways and paths that lead to either an Orientalist landscape (such as an

Asian city where he encounters Seraph, the “Buddha” depicted in code) or to the Africanist

space of an American inner-city—where he reunites with Oracle (the late Gloria Joseph), the

wise elderly black heroine from the first of the film trilogy. Incidentally, both these figures of

color turn out to be software programs, thus suggesting the exclusion of people of color in

the virtual world of the Matrix and the appropriation and commodification of non-white

bodies and sites in cyberspace to reinforce what Nakamura has called a “technological

utopia of difference.”

Morpheus, however, is one of the few black characters who moves in and out of the

Matrix with great skill; yet, we are reminded in the first film that his function, as previously

mentioned, is one of a “hacker,” a trespasser in cyberspace and terrorist wanted by state

Agents (vilified in the trilogy as machine gate-keepers of the technocracy and presented as

business-suited, FBI or CIA-type white males). Morpheus also manages to elude police until

he is betrayed by one of his crew. When he is finally caught, the film actually recreates the

Rodney King video moment when Morpheus loses his battle with Agent Smith and is

eventually cornered, subdued, and beaten by a mob of police agents. Taking into account

the importance of the Rodney King video as technological evidence of racial violence,

which is later rescripted and reframed to support racial suppression (e.g. the video,

recorded by passerby George Holliday, was used in the 1992 Simi Valley trial to contest

charges of police brutality, eventually resulting in a not-guilty verdict), the video

contributes to what writer Alexander (1994, p. 94) describes as the “national narrative [that]

deliberately contradicts the histories our bodies know.”

Significantly, in film narratives about cyberspace, black bodies that interact with

technology are tracked for surveillance and severely punished, much like the material

bodies that are policed in the segregated sites of urban America. The Rodney King moment

that occurs in The Matrix is also featured in an earlier science fiction film, Kathryn Bigelow’s

Strange Days (1995). Within the context of this film, virtual reality is also explored. Through

the development of a fictional contraption, a superconducting quantum interference

device, or SQUID, first used for police surveillance technology, the film narrative explores

the artificiality of human experience as the technology descends into the illegal market of

tech piracy where our antihero, the ex-cop Lenny (played by Ralph Fiennes), “peddles the

pieces of other people’s life,” as one character describes. Designed to record and “playback”

an “experience”—often the transgressive boundaries of human illicit and criminal

behavior—SQUID’s development projects a dystopic view of the future (in this case, the

end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000) in which reality becomes blurred as hyper-reality.

Much like Morpheus, the main black character, Mace (played by Angela Bassett)

resists the use of this technology, routinely admonishing Lenny to “get real” and resist the

“toxic cesspool” that his new trade represents. Linguistically, Mace links technology to

the downside of “progress,” as demonstrated in her allusion to environmental pollution

resulting from industrial developments. It is only upon Lenny’s insistence, however, that
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Mace succumbs to the use of SQUID to witness a moment of racial injustice, the playback

images of which are shown to the audience in Mace’s point-of-view (POV) shots.

That Mace compromises her own principles in this use of technology reinforces the

position that blackness functions outside of technological development, and, when

interacting with it, falls under surveillance. Mace’s playback is specifically troubling since it

replays for us the Rodney King moment, as a marginal character, the black rapper Jericho-

One, is gunned down by the Los Angeles Police Department. While the POV shot is offered to

us through Mace’s witnessing of the “video”—through the recorded “eyes” of another

marginal character, Iris, a white sexworker whose bodywas offered to the audience earlier in

a graphic rape and strangulation scene from the POV shot of her rapist-murderer—we

experience the terror of the technological gaze on raced and gendered bodies as Mace

undergoes victimization while observing a scene of racial suppression.

Unfortunately, the film distances itself from the Rodney King video here since it

rewrites the narrative of police brutality in which, as Crane (2000, p. 105) observes, a “good”

cop versus “bad” cop dichotomy emerges, rather than offer a critique of the penal system

that unfairly targetsmarginal communities.Moreover,Mace is expected to entrust the SQUID

tape to an honorable police chief while Lenny returns to his police role in unraveling the

intricacies behind the murder mysteries surrounding Jericho-One and Iris. As such, Mace’s

interactions with technology—both as technophobe and object of its gaze—further

distances her from any possibilities in embracing the digital revolution in positivewayswhile

the filmcontradicts thehistory [of the RodneyKing video] thatMace’s body already knows, to

reiterate Alexander’s point. We are reminded of this specifically through another

reenactment of Rodney King’s beating with Mace’s body as the target of both police and

military personnel who surround her and proceed to club her mercilessly while she lies

powerless on the ground in the midst of a crowded New Year’s Eve celebration toward the

end of the film.

The rewriting of the Rodney King riots in LA occurs when the multiracial crowd, led by

the protests of a young black boy, mobs the police in an effort to halt such brutality. Such

revisionist history—through the lens of futuristic cinema—erases the racial tensions and

divides that stem from the rage and despair of communities of color in response to police

surveillance and injustice and instead refocuses the “mob violence” as one that seeks to

providepatriarchal protectionof thehelpless female victim. It recasts this “riot” as an anarchic

and celebratory moment in which the multiracial LA crowd responds to Mace’s beating by

police through the euphoria of New Year’s Eve and the “end-of-the-world” millennium.

Bigelow’s reframing of this infamous beating through the feminized body of Mace (albeit

through a muscular body emphasizing Bassett’s well-built physique and her physical

prowess in the film’s many violent spectacles) further encourages movie audiences to view

the victimized black male body as a feminine subject, even though Mace’s hyper-masculine

black female body—often interpreted as “less feminine” in comparison to white female

bodies—complicates the interstitial relation between race and gender. Aside from these

gender differences, the black body continues to serve as the sign of the primitive and the

marker of transgressive and oppositional forces subject to state and technological control.

Transgressive Spaces

In response to narratives that negate black bodies’ technological encounters, black

artists have engaged in computer technologies to redress this visual representation in their
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art. Piper, for instance, complicates the discourse through his 1997 computerized game,

“Caught Like a Nigger in Cyberspace,” designed by macromedia software. As Piper remarks,

“I was struggling to envisage a Rodney King computer game,” in which “the black presence

[in cyberspace] would always be a trespassive one,” as evidenced at the beginning of

the game in which the black male avatar is positioned as a “target,” both in terms of the

mouse’s location, where we are invited to “click on” his profile to “interrogate,” and in

the surrounding images of a gun targeted at his head and the lynch rope not far behind

(Piper 1997).

Through the guise of satire and racial stereotyping (e.g. gamers can choose as their

avatar an “Al Gore look-alike,” a hacker-type “Techie,” or a silhouetted black Other), this

“game” transports us to the realm of cyberspace, advertised on a billboard in the vast

expanse of the modern city. However, while the Al Gore-look-alike receives full access to the

grand and glitzy world of the “Information superhighway,” the black Other encounters

several virtual roadblocks while attempting to “apply within” to access the privileges

designed, apparently, for the white nuclear family desiring further white flight onto the

“new frontier.” When the black avatar is presented with two choices—to either not worry as

he “finds contentment in pre-modernity” or to wait for his application to go through (in a

simulated waiting room resembling an airport terminal with the sounds of elevator music

echoing during his eternal wait for approval)—a third choice is offered as a non-choice in

which he is forbidden access; it is only in “trespassing” that he encounters the hostility to his

“rogue virus” position in cyberspace while being targeted for extermination through a

“barrage of tech jargon.” An elaborate piece of cultural criticism, Piper designs his “game” to

remind us of the racial subtexts that frame the supposedly “easy access” of information

technologies.

Filmmaker Dash has taken up the challenge to re-present this racialized “forbidden

access” by engaging in the culture of cyberspace in her production of The Digital Diva, an

interactive CD-Rom and film-in-development.5 The protagonist, Anna Achebe, is the titular

Digital Diva who immerses herself in a cyber lifestyle—she writes an online column,

frequents cyber-cafés and Internet dating sites—but is eventually targeted for police

surveillance (and for death) when she hacks into a corporate scheme that threatens privacy

laws. While highlighting the technological hostility against black minds that engage with

the digital revolution, Dash offers instead a heroine who outsmarts the guardians of

technology while bridging the divides between “reality” and the digital. Anna, who inherits

her decryption gift from her Nigerian grandfather, who had cracked an enigmatic code

against Hitler during World War II, is situated within an African diasporic legacy of black

intelligence, scientific engagement, and political resistance, unafraid of technology but

“real enough” to transcend its control and utilize it for social justice.

In a similar critique of race and gender in cyberspace, artist Ayo further complicates

the site of computer technology as she satirizes the appropriation and exoticism of black

female bodies in her digital art. Her website, “Rent-a-Negro.com” (Ayo 2003), thus spoofs

the language and structure of online shopping sites, inviting users to commodify (albeit by

“renting” as she reminds consumers that the US Constitution has outlawed the sale

of African Americans) the black body since there is a viable market for tokenism,

multiculturalism, and racial inclusion. As one so-called consumer, signed “G.B., University

President,” offers as endorsement of the “product”: “I’m delighted to show her off!”

Mimicking the language of commerce and discovery, Ayo makes explicit the sexualized

arena of cyberspace, which provides access to women’s bodies on a global scale—whether
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through cyberporn, email-order brides, and other forms of Internet sex trafficking. She also

disrupts the early cyber-discourse of virtual erasures of racial and sexual “difference.”

Interestingly, while the entire website functions as comedy in its virtual winking to

the Internet surfer not to take it seriously, some have posted comments that reveal their

outrage at the racist narrative and, thus, their inability to read the false narrative as “false.”

Information in cyberspace is structured as “fact” and “truth,” and some respond to the site

at face value. However, Ayo provides a gateway to her more serious artwork, including “for

sale” on her online store (called “Tokens” with tongue-in-cheek humor and featuring items

of “Affirmative accents”) cleverly constructed “race cards,” which serve as greeting cards

with political and personal messages pertaining to our experiences with racism.

Such an alternative and sometimes humorous “information” site calls attention to the

fictive narratives that pass as “facts” or to the controlled space in which information

is filtered. Ayo also reminds us of the centrality of the female body in shaping our

technologies, even while the discourse of the digital revolution continues to place women,

especially African American women, on the margins of such technologies. She thus

illuminates the imperialist and segregationist impulse of our information age by recasting

and dismantling the “primitive” body for consumption and surveillance in the new frontier

of cyberspace.

Conclusion

As these artistic models suggest, the “digital divide” is less about “access” and more

about the technological dominance of a privileged few with global repercussions that

threaten all of us, especially now that we have become so closely connected in the

information superhighway. Marginalized groups, in particular, feel the impact of the

high-tech age in profoundly personal and political ways. However, they are not just acted

upon by technology; they have a creative and dynamic role in shaping our digital culture.

Our “Digital Diva,” whether imagined as a chic Afro-Geek6 by Dash or as an artist engaging

in digital technology, lives her life fully immersed in the privileges afforded those who

remain plugged into the cyber lifestyle. Nonetheless, she must confront how she is

implicated in a larger global network woven by US-dominated high-tech corporations; she

must also envision a more inclusive environment that transforms “information” into

knowledge and action.

Our digital revolution has yielded contradictory narratives of progress: from guerrilla

warfare and genocides in the Congo region, waged over the lucrative mining of raw

materials used in computer chips, to the increasing presence of an upwardly mobile class of

African Americans who now have unlimited access to computer technology. It is with this

“reality” in mind that Morpheus “welcomes” Neo to “the desert of the real.” Indeed, as our

digital artists of color have done, he advises us to constantly rewrite the hard- and software

scripts that we engage in, to “change them as we see fit.” Such politics of engagement

become paramount when cyberspace is viewed, not simply as a space for civic society and

community building but also as the space controlled by corporate interests (Dean 2003).

The disappointment of many of The Matrix fans to the trilogy’s conclusion stems from

the film’s failure to adhere to its original principles, although given plagiarism charges, we

may have to question whose vision was presented.7 Having become a franchise, the

Brothers (both Wachowski and Warner) had forgotten its original admonishment to “rage

against the Machine.” Instead, the simulated fantasies conjured by the Machine, both
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cinema’s computer graphics and the ones in the story, prove far more enticing than the

“real world,” where digital divides reinforce underdeveloped “primitive blackness” while

“digital whiteness” reigns supreme in all its cyber-glory.

However, like the socially constructed labels of race, class, and gender, we need to

remind ourselves—no matter how painful the effects of racism, classism, and sexism—that

“none of this is real.” We remember this, not to create virtual fantasies and escapisms

that distract from harsh realities, but to transcend the controlling corporate system that

promotes passive consumption in an increasingly digitized world. At the same time, as

Eubanks (2004, p. 155) has argued, the public sphere of the Internet may be corporately

controlled, but like graffiti tagged on the property of business owners, individuals can also

“tag” cyberspace and carve out individual spaces, which have occurred in the current

blogosphere, where African Americans not only participate in digital narratives—much like

their artist counterparts—but have used blogs to rally and organize national movements,

such as the recent Jena 6 protests, which began with blog circulations of a news story of

racial discrimination and hate speech in Jena, Louisiana and later mushroomed into an

organized national march in the small town on September 20, 2007.

Other actions include the national observation of violence against women of color on

October 31, 2007—an event that was spearheaded by the bloggers behind Document The

Silence and What About Our Daughters. As McCauley, of What About Our Daughters (2007),

proudly proclaims on her blog: “The revolution will not be televised, it will be blogged!”

Referencing Scott-Heron’s 1974 music recording “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised,” in

which he warns of telecommunication distractions from social movements that seduce a

generation of people of color into remaining passively in front of their TV sets rather than

take to the streets, the digital age generation blurs the boundaries between newmedia and

street activism, which have direct lines from the living rooms, studies, and bedrooms where

African American web 2.0 participants type in front of their computer screens, to grassroots

organizing, where “the revolution will be live.”

Contrary to the myopic visions of our racial future, as offered by twentieth-century

science fiction films, these participants have now brought race and gender into the realm of

cyberspace, which has necessarily createdonline conflicts, cyber-harassment, confrontations

with sexualized images of women in various porn sites, and ubiquitous hate speech.

However, they are not backing down from white supremacists who resent the infiltration of

their once “race-free,” or “whites only,” cyberspace by unseen but detected virtual bodies of

color. These black bodies have definitely subverted the “technological utopia of difference,”

bringing all their racial and sexual baggage to the “virtual promised land,” to invoke Fusco,

and more or less have rendered Haraway’s dream of the cyborg’s boundary disruptions

in concrete ways, while also making manifest Sandoval’s (1995, p. 408) oppositional

consciousness in which “colonized peoples of the U.S. have already developed the cyborg

skills required for survival under techno-human conditions.” In these ways, Cyberfeminism

and Cyber-antiracism have “tagged” technology, complicating the “ownership” of

technoculture and showcasing computer technology, not as the HAL-like “master” of the

information age, but as just another tool in the service of cultural agitation and social justice.

NOTES

1. One example of global south communities’ interactions with computer technology is the

South Asian Women’s SAWNET online community, examined in Gajjala (2002).
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2. This concept of the digital “colorline” is explored in Nelson, Tu, and Hines (2001).

3. I am grateful to Judith Johnson for offering this interpretation during a discussion following

a film screening of 2001 in March 2005.

4. The film pays homage to Baudrillard’s concept of the hyper real in an early scene featuring a

hollowed-out book version of his Simulacra and Simulation ([1981] 1994).

5. Dash features information on The Digital Diva on her website (2000) http://www.geechee.tv.

6. A reference to a group of black intellectuals, self-identified as “Afro Geeks,” to highlight their

interests in digital technology for the African Diaspora.

7. Presently, the Wachowski brothers are involved in a legal suit, instigated by African

American science fiction writer Stewart, who claims authorship of The Matrix. She has also

mounted a website to present her side of the story (Stewart 2005).
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